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and patriotic, but had no political experience. The destructive
part of their task—the overthrow of the old regime—had been
so amazingly swift and complete that they underestimated
the difficulties of the constructive part—the establishment of
national and democratic forms of government. In this they
had to meet the opposition not only of the old ruling-class who
hated all revolution, but also that of the working-class radicals
who demanded more of it. Furthermore, nationalist enthusiasm
is two-edged : those who feel its urge most strongly are just
those most eager to repress it in peoples who they feel ought
to be subject to them. It was this discord between revolu-
tionaries of different classes and different races that gave the
authorities the opportunity to crush the whole movement.
§ 123. the reaction in italy.—The Pope began it.
Pius IX was ready to grant a certain amount of constitutional
freedom to his subjects, but he felt that the head of the Catholic
Church must hold himself above national " patriotism/' and
he was dismayed at finding himself pushed by it into a war
against the greatest of Catholic potentates. On 2Qth April
(1848) he issued an allocution to the Cardinals, saying that
war was abhorrent to a Pope " who loved with equal affection
all peoples, races and nations-." That was the end of his
popularity with the Italian patriots—and it was the beginning
of the end of their success, too. For although public opinion
prevented Pius from recalling the Papal troops already on their
way to join Charles Albert, his defection discouraged and per-
plexed the whole nationalist movement.
Its first defeat came where it had gained its first victory—
in Naples. A dispute arose over a detail in the proposed
Constitution. Ferdinand, timorous as ever, was about to give
way when a chance conflict in the streets enabled the troops to
gain the upper hand, and Ferdinand found himself, to his own
astounded delight, master of the situation again. He dissolved
the Parliament before it met, and nothing more was heard of
the Constitution of Naples. He afterwards reduced the last

